In order to adapt to the increasingly improved complexity of mission, the intelligence of operation and the requirements on system flexibility etc., the coordination and cooperative work between the dual robot even among the multi robot shall be the one of the key techniques that need to be solved urgently for the promotion and application of robot technology in industrial environment. In this paper, it mainly expounded the basis, current situation and main framework of the research on the coordinated motion of dual robot.
Introduction
China shall be one of the industrial robot market with fastest growth in the world, along with its national development on the productivity, the accelerated pace on economic development and gradually promoted automation process, currently the industrial robot have been widely applied in so many fields such as auto and parts manufacturing, mechanical processing, electronics and electric manufacturing, food processing etc., as the indispensable automation equipment in the flexible manufacturing system, factory automation, computer integrated manufacturing system accordingly.
Among each aspect of manufacturing industries, as per shown in topic 1, the application fields of industrial robot have become more and more wider, the robot _________________ can always better perform the tasks such as those working content like fetching, assembly, welding, spraying and sorting, etc. But along with the expanded application field and the emergence of tasks in more and more complicated level, there has had so many problems in the application of industrial robot. For example, to fetch the objects with quite heavy mass or volume, to process the components and parts with complex processing trail and to work in the range needed the motion in quite large scale, etc. Among these problems, the single robot cannot even perform the matching task; if there are two or more robots completing such task, it shall solve above mentioned problems even with high quality and efficiency. So that the aim of this study is to propose such a method of coordinated operation system for dual robot, to solve so many problems that the dual robots may meet while working mutually. 
The summary on the basic research technology on the coordinated motion of dual robots

The Calibration of Dual Robot System Coordinate System
Along with the expanded application range of robot and the technical development, the requirements on the operation accuracy of robot especially on the position accuracy of the arm end in practical application have become more and more higher, and the error in robot's component and the manufacturing & installation of the tools themselves shall also be inevitable accordingly, and the wear condition will also be emerged during use process, these can all impact the position accuracy of the end of robots. The robot calibration technology can achieve the parameters of the robot itself and the real value of the tools etc, this shall be one of the indispensable important technologies to assure the operation accuracy of robot. The robot calibration usually involves the coordinate system calibration of work piece, the coordinate system calibration of tools, the calibration on the parameter of the robot itself, the base coordinate system calibration of dual robot, etc; and the commonly used calibration devices include the laser tracker, three-coordinates measuring machine, monocular/ binocular camera, in addition it can also resolve the needed calibration matrix with the selfcalibration method of the robot. Among the robot calibration technologies, the first developed technology shall be the single robot calibration technology. For the calibration on the relative relationship between the base coordinate system of dual robot.
Robot Simplified Modeling and Bounding Box Technique
The robot simplified modeling refers to such a geometrical model that approximately describe robot's joints and ends by using the bounding box with simple geometrical features, further to gradually approach to the geometrical model of the object through the establishment of hierarchical tree structure, until achieve the geometrical features of the robot that meet the accuracy requirements. The main simplified modeling methods used to express robot's joints and ends are the cuboid representation method, cylindrical plus hemisphere representation method, representation method of sphere group and ellipsoidal representation method etc. The robot simplified modeling shall have the correlation with distance computation, each kind of bounding box technique shall also have the matching collision detection and distance computation algorithm.
The Collision Detection and Distance Computation Algorithm
Actually the collision detection shall make the judgment according to the result of distance computation, when the distance between the two objects was larger than zero, it then judges that the two objects were isolated; when the distance between the two objects was smaller than zero, it then judges that the two objects collided each other. The distance computation includes two aspects, the one is the computation on the minimum isolation distance while the two objects was isolated, another one is the computation on the minimum penetration distance while the two objects collided each other. Acknowledgments
Dual Robot Force Feedback Control Method
The dual robot kinematic coordinate motion shall be completed through the force feedback of robot. Currently, the basic methods of force feedback control include the torque control on joint and the position control on joint. The torque control on joint refers to that, after getting the exact torque value of robot end, to drive the joint electric motor to generated the expected torque through the computation on the joint space torque with Jacobi transport matrix computation, so as to control the robot accordingly. The position control on joint refers to that, after resolving the error of force and position on robot end, to resolve the angular displacement or angular velocity through Jacobi inverse matrix and inverse kinematics, to control the electric motor accordingly and then to generate the prescribed displacement and angular velocity. Based on these two kinematic force feedback control methods, there are so many scholars have added with the intelligent algorithms such as the adaptive algorithm etc.
The research improvement on dual robot coordinated motion
Both the famous institutions in China and the world have carried out quite large research work on dual robot coordinate motion. Internationally, the robot laboratory in Clemson University of USA has performed the experiment of fetching work piece through controlling two PUMA-560 industrial robots; the Duke Laboratory in USA has also completed the coordinated control experiment through controlling two ABB-IRD140 industrial robots; the PRISMA Laboratory in Italy also has completed the coordinated socket plug-in experiment through controlling two SMART-3S industrial robots. In China, according to the discrete control theory Shenyang Automation Research Institute has established the coordinated control system of dual robot in multistage mechanism by using the hierarchical structure, this system has successfully completed the experiments of position control coordination and trail control coordination by controlling PUMA-560 industrial robot and PUMA-760 industrial robot; as per shown in figure 2, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology has successfully organized the multi-finger experimental platform through controlling 3 Motoman K3s industrial robots. The successful development of IRC 5 modular controller for the industrial robot by Swiss ABB group has make the major breakthrough, through the in-built IRC5, it can realize the high accuracy coordinated operation among several industrial robots with work piece locator, including the comprehensive multi-axial coordinated operation among several robots. The IRC 5 controller has the powerful data process capability, and with the modular design, this enabled it realizing such an advanced function of multi-machine coordinated operation. The materials showed that, such module can compute the relative motion path for up to 36 servo motors at the same time. The IRC5 controller of ABB company can connect the demonstrator in peripheral equipment, and connect several driving modules according to the work content, up to 4 modules at the same time, finally to connect the driving module with the basic machine of industrial robots.
In the internal development, IRC5 controller also has the unique Multimove function, it can control the industrial robot to realize the dynamic switching among the independent motion and coordinate motion. In addition, ABB company also has the independently developed and researched Robot Studio offline programming software, it can help save installation period for actual application and improve the efficiency greatly. The MOTOMAN company in Japan also developed a kind of humanoid dual mechanical arms by aiming to the complex installation process, as per shown in figure 3 , each arm has 7 degrees of freedom, it can basically complete all the motion of human hand by only changing the end effector, but its installed load is only 5-10 kg, theoretically the DX100 controller equipped in its body can control up to 8 mechanical arms (with 72 axes). 
THE RESEARCH FRAMEWORK FOR THE COORDINATED OPERATION METHOD OF DUAL ROBOT
The coordinated and cooperative operation between the dual robots even among several robots shall be one of the key technologies for the promotion and application of robot technology in industrial environment that need to be solved urgently. To study the application technology of multi-robot coordination that takes the dual robot system as the representative, it should make the further deepened and systematical research on the key problems of the collision avoidance path planning method for dual robot system, the coordinate system calibration, the planning and optimization method on the coordinate motion trail between dual robots and the kinematic force feedback control method etc., the main framework is given below.
To establish the kinematic model, construct the kinematic simulation system, meanwhile to add with collision detection and distance computation module based on such foundation and the collision avoidance path search and generation module. It shall make the study on the collision detection and collision avoidance problem of dual robot system, to construct the correct method that achieve the optimal collision avoidance path by using the improved velocity repulsive field model, and the relative contents shall also be verified through simulation and experiment.
For the coordinated welding of dual robots, it proposed such kind of nonclient-server welding trail planning method, meanwhile to study the optimization method on the work piece coordinate system based on the operability of the task, so that to guarantee the achievement of offline trail planning and conduct optimization for dual robot coordinated welding.
For the research on dual robot kinematic coordination method, first of all, it should study the three-point demonstrating calibration method of the configuration transformation matrix among the robot base coordinate systems, and relative results shall also be simulated. With such basic it can propose the offline path generation method of robot coordinated follow-up motion and coordinate mirror motion.
For the research on dual robot kinematic coordination method, it should propose the damping PD controlling method with force feedback velocity, its effectiveness can be verified through the robot kinematic coordinated fetching test.
Conclusion
In order to adapt to the increasingly improved task complexity, operation intelligence and the requirement on system flexibility, to expand it into the coordinated operation between dual robots, that to complete the certain operation by the mutual coordination and cooperation between the two robots, this coordinated and cooperative operation between dual robots even among several robots shall be one of the hot spots for the researches on robot technology, and also one of the key technologies for the promotion and application of robot technology in industrial environment that need to be solved urgently.
